
aleksandr smechov

copywriter

‘Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication’
 – Leonardo Da Vinci

Copy is not written. Copy is constructed from basic elements.

The art is choosing the right elements that will give your audience 
trust in your brand.

I’m a trained journalist who stumbled into copywriting 7 years ago. 
Since then, I have helped clients in numerous industries get their 
message across – simply, clearly and effectively.  

Along the way, I worked next to graphic designers, marketers, 
UX/UI professionals and web developers. 

I gained intuitive knowledge about each of these roles. And with
this intuitive understanding came a realization: the basic elements
of copywriting are integrated in each of these disciplines. 

Great design, a great interface, great progamming... are nice. But 
without great copy, there is simply no trust from the audience. 

And if there is no trust, there is no sale.



Over the years, I have refined my copywriting process.

Now, it always begins with a fundemental step that defines 
everything I do after.

It all starts with getting intimate with the brand.

This means actually visiting the company, speaking with the top
managers in every department, asking the right questions, 
and undertsanding the brand’s audience so thoroughly that
I can practically guess their favorite color.

This gets me in tune with what copy will capture and hold the
readers’ attention. 

I don’t write copy that sounds fancy for the sake of sounding
fancy. I write copy that will connect with your audience on a
deeper level.

getting intimate with a brand



From established U.S. financial institutions, to European 
white label software companies, to Eastern European 

digital agencies, I have addressed large audeinces using
simple, clear, and effective copy. My method employs 

three components that make my services unique.

aleksandr’s method

Working closely with 
designers and UX/UI

experts has given me
insight into how a site’s
layout should interact

with the copy.

Years of editing others’
copywriting allows me 
to look at copy from an 
editor’s perspective, as
well as give it the same 

clean finish.

Running a digital
marketing firm in the
past and doing SEO 

for years means I always 
write with the search 

engine in mind.

UX/UI Sensibility Editor’s InsightSEO-Minded



Here you will find a number of case studies from past work that I’ve done.

case studies

1: Novotel Nha Trang
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2: La Villa Restaurant
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3: NYDVS
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4: Savile
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5: Thao Dien Village
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- My copy will be error free

- My copy will reflect your brand in voice, style and structure

- My copy will be SEO-friendly

- My copy will be audience-specific 

- My copy will work together with the site’s design and navigation

- My copy will be 100% original

- A��ks�n�� S�e�h��

Guarantees



‘Make it simple. Make it memorable. 
Make it inviting to look at. 
Make it fun to read. ’
 – Leo Burnett


